Sound Bites in front of the Abyss of God’s Wrath

#15 = A Moslem Visitor Needs a Test
The newly elected US President Donald Trump created a stir around the world with an unpopular
presidential degree preventing Moslems from some countries to enter the USA. He feared it would
cause the same trouble like in many European cities duplicating an Islamic Spring. The Middle East
was destroyed by well paid radicals financed by NYC bankers worshipping Lucifer since 1913 and
printing fiat money. Check history but link it to Bible prophecy, which has eternal life consequences.
Islamic terrorists shattered the infrastructure of their homelands by random killing, torture and
cutting off heads to scare everybody. They uprooted millions of families creating massive chaos.
Thus, a million miserable Moslems in refugee tent camps want to immigrate to America and start a
new life. They hope to resettle in abandoned buildings in Detroit and Chicago still outfitted with
electricity-water and sewer. However, mankind is a fallen race doing both “Good and Evil”.
Some countries are blessed with laws preventing the biggest abuses perpetrated by those in power.
America adopted the Torah-Bible and a legal system theoretically dividing the power to prevent
abuse. Unfortunately, in the last 50 years the USA has changed greatly and is now ruled by atheism,
which has distorted society towards evil, abandoning the freedoms guaranteed by the US
Constitution. Thus, we should learn lessons repeated many times in various cultures from the history
of Mankind recorded in the Bible. It captivated me as a scientist-inventor now collected in Babushka
concept eggs under a penname Jonah-II to warn this generation of God’s Wrath repeated again.
Back to testing refugee Moslems. Fitting in with western culture can only be achieved by looking
deep inside our human make-up created with a consciousness. The Bible teaches that a mind seared
with evil will act out evil. Visa versa, a loving heart will act out love, thus a simple test. Watching
YouTube videos revealed some resist being brainwashed in clever deception applied to politics or
science, thus they discovered truths. Only a Christian culture uses Bible laws like the swearing in
ceremony for new officials who promise to uphold the truth. The Moslems have the Quran and
likewise must adhere to its laws, but the test is simple to find out one’s level of consciousness to
decide. Is it compatible with the United States laws? We should read section of the Quran to them
and quote it accurately in their language “Do you agree or have reservation to do what is expected
taught by Mohammed to go to heaven?” Then quote the Quran with chapter and verse:
1. Kill or murder ever Christian
2. Kill or murder every Jew
3. Kill or murder your neighbor who does not comply (paragraph 1 plus 2)
4. Use a lie or deception necessary to achieve the goal for a holy jihad.
Thus, create an US entry document stating, “I, ____, being a Moslem have reservations following
the Quran and swear on the Bible to tell the truth to abide by the US Constitution and its laws.
Have it signed with a witness sponsor and make a decision for a simple permit. It will create and
expose an invisible conflict when their hand is put on the Bible to reveal an imbedded evil to murder
to obey a planned jihad not suitable in an American culture and mankind. My humble prayer before
the Throne in Heaven is that YHWH would send an Angel to equip a mortal to give to every
refugee Muslim family a Torah-Bible. It is the WORD and introduce the second witness Elijah for
Israel, which is the promised key to open or bind given to the Saints. This “is” the only hope for
mankind to change a jihad brainwashed human committing acts based on Islamic Sharia laws.
Perhaps our corrupt legal system could be improved without cost while applying the present Laws
and only change its practice. I propose that the prosecution should be allowed to present the whole
history of the accused, but if they or the police doctored the evidence, they should be fired, as
tarnished government employees will never be prosecuted. The defending lawyers should not have
the power to choose and select the jury to decide a case. We need a one-way mirror to make the jury
invisible so it will not be manipulated by a biased defense. The jury should be chosen from peers by
an impartial system, like six persons from the same economic-education class – poor or wealthy, and
six selected student lawyers learning to balance human behavior to gain experience. To widen
knowledge horizons, go to a good source: https://www.worldslastchance.com/ .
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